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What makes painting faces and eyes on a miniature so important?

The most important part of a painted miniature is the face and facial expression. There are some 
miniatures that have the facial expressions already sculpted in such as a smile, or a look of horror.
There are other miniatures that just have a straight face which leaves it up to the painter how they 
would like to add life to the face of the miniature. The primary area of expression on the face of the 
miniature is in the eyes. You can have the most beautifully painted miniature on a breathtaking base, 
but if the face has no expression nor well painted eyes, then it can possibly ruin the whole piece.

Is there a difference between painting male and female faces?
Yes, there are a few differences. Here is an easy way to explain these differences:
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Take a look at the picture above of the male and female faces. Notice that the female’s features are 
more rounded, soft, lighter in color, and has a more pinkish/rosy tone.  The male’s face has sharper 
with more square, and chiseled features with a more tan colored tone. The female face has softer 
shadows and the male’s face has darker and stark shadowing. The progressions from shadow to 
highlight on the faces also differ; the female’s progression is much softer than the male’s.  When 
painting the face on a miniature, you want to emulate the colors, shadows and highlights at least 
somewhat when doing a table top quality paint job or as realistically as possible depending on what 
level paint job and what effect you are looking to achieve. For beginner and intermediate level 
painters, I find that Reaper Master Series paints are easy to use because they have triad sets 
(shadow, mid-tone, and highlight). The triads are great, especially for table top quality paint jobs. For 
Caucasian skin, I tend to use the Rosy skin triad on females and the Tanned skin triad on males. 
There is also a Dark skin triad that mixes beautifully with the Golden skin triad for highlighting the 
golden undertones that tend to be in dark skin. Vallejo also has a Nocturna line of paints with both fairy
and Malefic fantasy skin tones. 

Tips and Tricks for Painting Faces
Here are some tips and tricks for painting faces and eyes on a miniature. Some of which we will be 
demonstrating in class.

Painting Eyes 
I have chosen this diagram because I find this is a great tool for you to refer to.
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Other tips and tricks 

• When getting ready to paint eyes, use a flesh wash or Brown Liner in the eye sockets to make 
the eyes stand out.

• A fine detail brush is good to use for painting and lining eyes. A 3/0 brush is also great for 
painting in pupils, eye color and the “shining glint” in the eyeball.

• On a female miniature, if you have a steady hand and good brush control, you can draw a 
thicker line over the top of the eye to give the illusion of eyelashes or eyeliner.

• If you do not have much experience painting eyes if the eyes on the model are small, you 
cannot go wrong with positioning the eyes to have the character looking to the side. 

• When painting makeup on a female miniature such as eye shadow or lipstick, glazing is the 
best technique that you can use: (ratio – typically 1 drop paint, 5-7 drops thinner or water 
depending on paint consistency)
Thin the makeup color down to almost a glaze and apply multiple coats until you have 
achieved the color and opacity that you want.

• When painting lips, mix a blush pink/rose color (good for Caucasian skin), peach (also good for
fair skin or Asian skin tone), tan, dark skin color (both good for tan or bronze skin), or brown 
(also good for tan and dark skin tones) to the base skin color in order to achieve a color that it 
about 2-3 shades darker or pinker than the rest of the face. Apply brown liner or flesh wash 
with a thin brush (3/0, 5/0) to show where the lips part.

• Adding a glaze of a rose color or red to the skin color is a great and simple way to add a 
blushing effect to the cheeks. If the miniature is smiling (IE. - a smiling dwarf) you can add the 
blushing effect to the tops of the cheeks. For a female face it can add personality and make the
face look even prettier. Just be sure to add the blushing color on the inside of the cheeks (aka 
the “apples” of the cheeks).

• When painting eyebrows, it is best to use a fine detail brush painting along where the brow 
bone would realistically place on the face. For black hair, of course you would use black and 
brown for brown. For blonde hair, it is best to use a medium brown (dark brown for “dirty 
blonde” color). For red hair, you can keep it simple using dark brown or if you are feeling daring
you can mix the red hair color with dark brown.


